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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present a model for measuring architectural sustainability. 
Current methods for assessing the built environment are not linked to the global 
sustainability context thereby lacking a sense of ethics, responsibility, and urgency. 
Ecological Footprint analysis provides this linkage.

The Ecological Footprint model quantifies human impact on the ecosystem as 30 percent 
over carrying capacity. 80 percent of this impact is caused by affluent countries, an 
amount, by itself, beyond planetary carrying capacity. Given a predicted human 
population of 9.3 billion in 2050, and the need for an equitable distribution of resource 
use, developed countries must reduce energy and material consumption by 90 per cent for 
Sustainability to apply to all.

Using a residential Case study in Tucson, Arizona, Ecological Footprint analysis (EF) is 
applied to a small piece of the built environment. EF quantifies sustainability by linking 
resource use to the equivalent natural capital and services supplied by the ecosystem. 
Analysis of the case study shows it to have an Ecological Footprint greater than an 
equitable share and is therefore unsustainable. The analysis is also used to prioritize 
strategies leading towards equity and quantifies the part architecture plays in this 
sustainability effort.
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Foreward

As a child, my parents would take my family camping for weeks at a time on the shores 
of Lake George in upstate New York. When we would break camp to return home we 
would be instructed to clean the site of trash, down to the smallest pieces of paper and 
bottle caps, even if they were not our own. The mantra was to become “leave the 
campsite better than we found it”. This youthful training was probably my earliest 
exposure to the fact that humans have an impact on the environment and a responsibility 
for those impacts.

My early adulthood was spent working as a carpenter building houses on the coast of 
Maine. On the one hand, these well designed, sited, and beautiful homes expressed time 
honored values of shelter, family and craft. On the 
other hand, the existing woodland ecosystem, from 
which building lots were typically carved, was 
suffering a gradual degradation. The importation of 
regional and exotic building materials represented a 
wider footprint of human use. The footprint, and my 
responsibilities associated with those impacts, 
expanded with every house built.

I carried this concern with me as I entered architecture school, Flgure 1 • Re m ouse 
hoping to develop an understanding which would allow me to 
design and build responsibly. I had some exposure to “sustainability” and “green” 
building theory while working on my bachelor degree, and there was plenty being written 
in the popular and scientific press. But even though there were well-established principles 
and guidelines, “sustainable” examples of the built environment did not incorporate a 
sense of their relationship to tangible global limits. Though well-meaning, this lack left 
some projects adding to problems in the process of seeking solutions.

During this master’s degree investigation, I have come to understand that sustainability is 
ultimately an ethical stance because the value of human life and the use of planetary 
resources are increasingly confrontational. With human population numbers projected to 
double to 12 billion by mid-century, and resource use already beyond carrying capacity, 
the development of our ethical path will be instrumental in any sustainability dialogue.

The implications of creating a sustainable home here on this planet rush at us with 
urgency. For the first time in human history, there is no far horizon to escape to. 
Remaining natural capital will require stewardship while degraded resources will require 
creative reformulation. This planet has served us well and can continue to do so, but only 
if we understand that sustainability requires that we try to leave it better than we found it.

vii



1.0 Intoduction

Sustainability emerges as an issue at the end of the 20th century due to a growing 
awareness that human impact on the planet is exceeding its carrying capacity. This being 
so, many life forms including Homo sapiens are at risk to health and survival. Waste 
products from resource consumption are overwhelming the limited sinks of a finite 
ecosystem.

As important as sustainability appears to be, there is 
relatively little sense of urgency attached to the 
everyday lives of the 20 percent of the world’s most 
affluent people. Yet, this segment of the population 
is consuming 80 percent of the earth’s resources 
which by itself, is beyond the carrying capacity of 
the planet. This lack of urgency is, in part, due to the 
complexity of issues integral to sustainability. The 
cultural and economic inertia that has helped create 
the problem does not yet have many tools for critical 
self-examination. As the amount of information 
pertaining to sustainability continues to grow and
these tools evolve, humans will be able to help focus 
on issues and mobilize action. Figure 2: Earth as 

photographed by Apollo 8

One of the tools emerging to define sustainability is Ecological Footprint analysis. It 
correlates “resource consumption and waste assimilation... in terms of a corresponding 
productive land area”.1 Given the fact that productive land is finite on the planet, any 
Ecological Footprint represents a piece of the earth’s carrying capacity. The sum of all 
ecological footprints must not exceed the total of biologically productive land if 
sustainability is to be attained.

The built environment consumes vast quantities of material and energy. Additionally, the 
relative permanence of structures can influence subsequent impacts long into the future. 
As a result, design of the built environment plays a significant role in determining the 
success of sustainability efforts. The ability to quantify choices upon which decisions are 
made, makes Ecological Footprint analysis a helpful tool in determining architectural 
sustainability.

1.1 Perceiving resource limits and measuring sustainability

Sustainability is a concept establishing a relationship between the human race and global 
ecosystems. It is indicative of a realization that we live in a finite world and that human 
impacts are growing beyond the carrying capacity of the planet. The health and well
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being of our species is at stake. The goal of sustainability, therefore, is to balance human 
resource use within available resource limits.
Perception of the limitation of resources has evolved over time, no doubt having roots in 
the ache of an empty stomach. Written reports of landscape degradation can be found in 
early Greek literature and have continued through western writings to the present day. 
Accountings at the end of the 12th century indicate forests in England and France were 
suffering from significant depletion.2

The modem era of resource ecology might be considered to have begun in 1864 with the 
publication of Man and Nature: or. Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action, 
by George Perkins Marsh. He was one of the first writers to comprehend the 
interconnected of human impacts on the environment. During that same time, the 
establishment of the first national parks in the United States indicated a growing 
realization for the need to preserve dwindling remnants of pristine nature.

The second half of the 20th century has seen the fullest blooming of environmental 
awareness due in part to what some consider to be the “Information Age”. The 1962 book 
Silent Spring by Rachel Carson was one of the first of many exposing the negative 
impacts industry cart have on nature. Public awareness of resource limitation have been 
facilitated through the growth of media information which has provided us with iconic 
symbols such as Apollo 8’s Earth as a “blue marble” photo or through analytical accounts 
of events such as that of Earth hitting its highest global temperature ever in 1998,3

Meanwhile, institutions have formed to begin addressing issues relating to the human use 
of the environment. The late 1960s saw the establishment of the Environmental Defense 
Fund as well as Friends of the Earth, just before the landmark creation of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. The early 1980s saw the increasing involvement of 
the United Nations in international resource issues. The 1983 World Commission on 
Environment and Development laid the groundwork for international meetings and 
agreements regarding ozone depletion, climate change, free trade, and greenhouse gases. 
A follow-up WCED convention in 1987 produced the Brundtland report which defined 
sustainable development as “...development that meets the needs and aspirations of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own heeds.”4

Ultimately, when put into practice, sustainability efforts require some sort of measuring 
tool to direct the appropriate action. Within the field of architecture, these tools are 
currently expressed in four formats: guidelines, matrix analysis, life-cycle analysis, and 
building rating systems. Guidelines elucidate ideas or principles which provide general 
outlines for actions, if taken, would likely lead towards sustainability. Matrix analysis is 
more specific, using a matrix to consolidate information from multiple variables. The 
resulting chart displays a visual accounting of data from which preferred actions can be 
generated. At the detail end of the spectrum, life-cycle analysis quantifies materials, 
using objective “cradle to grave” information. Designers, using this information, call 
compare the environmental impacts of one material against another and make an 
informed choice on which better supports sustainability. Finally, there are building rating 
systems which provide guidance at the built product level. By satisfying a checklist of
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criteria deemed sustainable, buildings can be scored. The better the score, the more 
likely the product is to be green.

Very good products, resulting from the application of these methods, have been 
developed by non-profit organizations, the federal government, and professional 
organizations. For instance, the Rocky Mountain Institute has published A Primer on 
Sustainable Building, laying out guidelines for green building practices.5 On another 
front, the National Park Service’s Guiding Principles o f Sustainable Design uses both 
principles and matrix analysis to evaluate options.6 Principles are derived by engaging 
public and professional input while also viewing environmental impact data through a 
matrix to see if the principles and sustainability directives are mutually supportive. The 
American Institute of Architects, meanwhile, has made a valuable contribution by 
applying life-cycle analysis to materials, the results of which can be found in their 
Environmental Resource Guide. 7 Finally, the U.S Green Building Council encourages 
sustainable practice at the scale of buildings. They have developed a rating system called 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED).8 In this system, the more green 
practices incorporated into a building, the higher its rating and marketability.

All of these efforts have produced excellent information describing what a sustainable 
building is and needs to do, but what is lacking is a component that relates these 
strategies to a global context. Without this connection, a building project is only rated by 
its professional peers, and their agenda may tiot adequately address the global 
sustainability context.

1.2 Ethics of sustainability

Because sustainability is anthropocentric, it is inherently ethical. It establishes a high 
value for human life and the quality of its continuance, and implies that all people (now 
and future generations) have rights to an equitable share of natural resources.9 One of the 
earliest written accounts of mankind’ s relationship to the the planet can be found in early 
scriptures. Genesis 28:1 establishes the dominant paradigms o f our time: that “man shall 
have domMion over the planet”. Unfortunately implementation of this edict has had side 
effects resulting in ecosystem degradation and human inequity. Other models of man’s 
relationship to the planet may be further reaching. In drawing on the work of Teillhard 
de Chardin, Jacques Barzun writes “It can be argued that man and nature are one: nature 
is conscious of itself in and through man. And what man has made of the world, 
intellectually and materially, is his mission- chosen by him...”.10 Perhaps sustainability is 
the call of a renewed mission, one that reaffirms man’s positive role on the planet.

Sustainability implies that man is taking an active role in protecting the long term quality 
of his environment. The role may originate from some judgmental religibus, moral, or 
preservationist concern, but the essence of the initiative is found within some ethical 
framework. Ethics are defined as the “principles of right action” which some embrace as 
their strongest motivation for action.11 However, most people of western culture require 
scientifically-based analytical information in order to determine the “right” action.

3



Because sustainability requires the combination of ethical premise and scientific 
quantification, the most effective measuring methods will incorporate both. Ecological 
Footprint Analysis (EF) does this. It combines the scientific quantification of resources 
and the implication of their equitable distribution. EF quantifies the total of all resources 
used by man in terms of world productivity in several land-use categories. This 
productivity is divided by the human population, generating a theoretical equitable share. 
This establishes a benchmark for individual responsibility, action, and ultimate 
sustainability. This ability to compare resource use between people and against finite 
resources gives us a valuable measurement tool. By being able to quantifying the use of 
resources, priorities and strategies for sustainable actions can be determined.

1.3 Responsibility of the developed world

By this measure, many of us in developed countries, have a larger responsibility to 
sustainability goals, for we are greatly exceeding our equitable shares. The United States 
leads the world in per capita resource consumption. We are part of the 20 percent of the 
world’s population which consumes 80 percent of the resources; by itself, beyond the 
carrying capacity of the planet.12 A sustainable remedy to this overuse requires a 
“dematerialization” of our lifestyles by 90 percent.13 In practical terms, this means we 
need to become at least that much more efficient in our resource use in order to meet 
sustainability goals. “Buildings account for 40 percent of the materials and about a third 
of the energy consumed by the world economy”.14 Therefore, architectural practice 
provides many opportunities for significant advances in the ethical use of resources. 1

1 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint p. 9

2 http://www.geology.ucdavis.edu/-GELl 15/115CHlcoal.htm, The Timber Crisis

3 h ttp ://iisd .ca /tim cline /

4 Brundtland Commission Report, 1987

5 Barnett, Dianna Lopez, A Primer on Sustainable Building

6 United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Denver Service Center, Guiding 
Principles o f Sustainable Design, 1993

7 Demkin, Joseph A., Environmental Resource Guide, The American Institute of Architects, Washington, 
D C .

8 h ttp ://w w w .usgbc .o rg

9 Brundtland Commission Report, 1987

10 Barzun, Jacques, From Dawn to Decadence, 500 Years o f Western Cultural Life, HarperCollins 
publishers, 2000, p.756

4
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11 Vizetelly, Frank H., ed., The Desk Standard Dictionary O f the English Language, Funk and Wagnalls 
Company, New York, 1925

12 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint, p. 149

13 Business Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD), Getting Eco-Efficient, Report o f  the First 
Antwerp Eco~Efficiency Workshop, Geneva, 1993

14 Rees, William E., The Built Environment and the Ecosphere: a Global Perspective, Building Research 
and Information, 1999,27(4/5), abstract, p.i
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2.0 Description of Ecological Footprint

“At some time in the 1970’s, humanity as a whole passed the point at which it lived 
within the global regenerative capacity o f the Earth... ” (Living Planet Report, 2000).

WORLD ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT, 1961-97

Available otocapacily

Available otocapacily 
allowing 10% (tv 
nature reserves

Figure 3
LIVING PLANl I RFPCRT ?0 0 0

2.1 Origin and authorship of Ecological Footprint:

Ecological Footprint analysis is a method for estimating the human pressure on 
ecosystems. It is a product resulting from the teaching of Dr. William Rees, and the work 
of Dr Mathis Wackemagel and other students participating on the University of British 
Columbia’s Healthy and Sustainable Communities Task Force.1 Dr. Wackemagel is 
currently part of a think-tank in Oakland, California called Redefining Progress, which 
“works to expose the inadequacy of equating economic growth with progress; embraces 
nature’s limits as a path to true sustainability; promotes pricing systems that incorporate 
social and environmental costs; and advocates care
taking of common assets.”2

2.2 Definition of Ecological Footprint

An Ecological Footprint is the amount o f biologically 
productive land surface necessary to support any given 
resource consumption and assimilate its waste. For 
instance, the City of Vancouver, British Columbia has 
an urban-agricultural area of approximately 400,000 
hectares and a population of around 1,800,000 people, 
resulting in a population density of 4.5 people per 
hectare. However, the consumption pattern of that

B aIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

US.A.

Figure 4: Vancouver’s 
Ecological Footprint
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population requires the biological output of 23,000 square kilometers for food 
production, 11,000 square kilometers for forestry products, and 42,000 square kilometers 
of carbon fixing land (based on average forest productivity) to assimilate the carbon 
dioxide generated by fossil fuel consumption.. Therefore, the total Ecological Footprint 
of Vancouverites is 7,600,000 hectares or 19 times the size of the city limits. It follows, 
then, that the per capita Ecological Footprint of an average Vancouverite is 4.22 hectares 
(7,600,000 hectares/ 1,800,000 people).

2.3 World resources and individual ecological footprints:

Ecological Footprint analysis (EF) establishes resource limits by defining the finite 
amount of biologically productive area on the planet. A 1996 study determined the

Earth’s Biologically Productive Surface

Sea
(3.2 billion hectares)

Grazing
(4.6 billion hectares)

Built-up
(0.2 billion hectares)

Crops
(1.3 billion hectares)

Forest
(3.3 billion hectares)

biosphere to have 12.6 billion hectares of biologically productive space -  the equivalent 
of about a quarter of the planet’s surface. Of these, 3.2 billion hectares were ocean fishing 
grounds and 9.4 billion hectares were land area. EF divides this area into land-use 
categories which total 1.3 billion hectares of cropland, 4.6 billion hectares of grazing 
land, 3.3 billion hectares of forestland, and 0.2 billion hectares of built-up land.3 
These biomes supply the resources that support human life. The ocean provides fish and 
seafood products, grazing land provides meat and dairy products, hides and wool, and 
forestland provides fuel wood and charcoal, lumber, plywood, and paper. The category 
of built-up land accounts for land removed from biological productivity because it is 
covered by elements of the built environment. This includes buildings, roads, pavement 
and railways, industrial production facilities, mines, and dumps, land flooded behind 
hydrodams, and obstructed by infrastructure.

7



In addition to accounting for the products we take from productive land, it is necessary to 
account for the waste generated by the consumption of fossil fuel. It is this element of 
human impact which is of most immediate concern because carbon dioxide levels are 
dramatically impacting the atmosphere. Ecological Footprint analysis has calculated the 
resources necessary to counteract fossil fuel consumption a couple of different ways.4 It 
can be quantified in terms of the land area necessary to produce an energy replacement 
crop such as ethanol. Or it can be quantified in terms of the land area necessary to 
sequester the carbon dioxide; through the carbon-fixing capabilities of a growing forest. 
Regardless of the method, the amount of land necessary to counteract fossil fuel 
consumption amounts to 80-100 GJ/ hectare/yr.

2.4 Earthshare:

Sustainability is based on the notion that all people have rights “ to meet the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”5 
As such, everyone has a share in resources available on the planet. “A fair Earthshare is 
the amount of land each person would get if all the ecologically productive land on Earth 
were divided evenly among the present world population.”6 As population grows, the 
biologically productive pie gets sliced ever smaller. Between 1900 and 1994 an 
Earthshare diminished from 5.6 to 1.5 
hectares. At the same time, the per capita 
Ecological Footprint of developed countries 
rose from 1 to as much as 5 hectares.7 
Sustainability requires that each person’s 
consumption and waste needs cannot exceed 
an Earthshare. According to 1996 figures, 
living within the carrying capacity of our 
individual earthshares, we would need to find 
all our sustenance within a circle of land 138

Carrying capacity is the maximum 
population that a biologically productive 
area can support on a continuing basis. 
Opportunistic species will inhabit and 
propagate given any resource base. If growth 
is otherwise unchecked, the population 
growth rate will increase and gain 
momentum. At a certain point, the 
momentum pushes the population beyond 
carrying capacity. This condition is called 
overshoot.

meters in diameter.8

2.5 Carrying capacity and overshoot

CARRYING C X r A C t r y

Figure?:
Overshoot

Figure 6: an Earthshare
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Ecological Footprint describes overshoot in terms of consumption beyond an area’s carry 
capacity. Using 1996 figures, the world average footprint was 2.85 hectares per person. 
This included the appropriation of 0.2 hectares of cropland, 0.8 hectares of grazing land, 
0.6 hectares of forestland, and 0.5 hectares of productive ocean area. Compared to the 2.2 
hectares of an Earthshare, the 1996 world average 2.85 hectares is nearly 30 percent 
beyond carrying capacity.9

2.6 Area Units

Since 1996, work has continued on the applicability of worldwide Ecological Footprint 
analysis. As a result, the “hectare” has been replace by an “area unit”.10 This change 
allows different countries, with varying productivity and categories of land-use 
production to be meaningfully compared. One area unit is equivalent to one hectare of 
biologically productive space with world average productivity. 1

1 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint p.9

2 Loh, Jonathan et al., Living Planet Report 2000, Contents page

3 Ibid, p.12

4 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint, p72

5 Brundtland Commission Report,

6 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint, p.53

7 Ibid, p.14

8 Ibid, p53

9 Ibid, p54

10 Loh, Jonathan et al.. Living Planet Report 2000, p. 12

9
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3.0 Energy, Natural law, and Ecological Footprint

Energy and its byproducts are essential to the built environment. Energy provides the 
power to acquire, change, and assemble materials used in buildings as well as to run 
operational systems. The built environment occurs only because energy is applied to the 
physical resources. Where energy comes from, and how it has been applied by man, is 
basic information needed for understanding sustainability.

3.1 Energy input

Sustainability implies the ability to manifest a 
continuous quality of human life. This requires a support 
system which is durable and stable over a long period of 
time. As it turns out, the planet earth is located in a 
perfect place for sustaining life. Its orbit around the sun 
is at exactly the right distance to allow life to exist. It is 
not too close that water is driven from its surface, nor so 
far that water is in an eternal deep freeze. Continuous 
energy input from the sun drives interactive 
biogeochemical cycles which provide a fundamental 
setting for organic life. Without this input, the earth’s 
innate energy resources would dissipate, leaving behind 
a lifeless orb.

3.2 Entropy and temporary order

Durable systems, like the physical universe, are governed by a phenomenon called 
entropy. Entropy is the tendency for energy and matter to move from a higher ordered 
state to one of less order. This is what happens when sunlight, upon hitting the earth’s 
surface, turns into heat. The resulting thermal energy is less useful because its physical 
nature (wavelength) has been changed. Energy, whenever used, always suffers a net loss 
of utility. Physical movement, the making of anything, and even thinking, all use energy 
which is subject to entropy.

There is no way to deny entropy’s ultimate state, but order can be temporarily created 
under certain conditions in which materials and energy are rearranged. The processes 
capable of creating temporary order are the ones in an amazing category called “life”. 
Though it is not known how life evolved from abiotic conditions, it has developed the 
ability to control the passage of materials, metabolize essential molecules, and reproduce. 
Its “needed energy is obtained via biochemical pathways driven either by sunlight or by 
energy contained in reduced chemical compounds.”1 The first life forms on earth may 
have begun by using energy input from geothermal vents deep in the oceans, functioning 
by reducing available chemical compounds. But the ability to create organic matter 
happened only after life evolved to the point of being able to draw energy directly from 
the sun.

10



3.3 Photosynthesis

Photosynthesis is one of these processes where life is able to reorganize material and 
energy into a new temporary order and usefulness. Photosynthesis combines gases, water, 
minerals and radiant energy to produce 
organic matter. The formula is: (106 C02 +
90 H20 + 16 N03 + P04 + mineral nutrients 
+ 5.4 MJ of radiant energy = 3,258 g of new 
protoplasm (106C, 180H, 460, 16N, IP, and 
815 g of mineral ash) + 154 02 +5.35 MJ of 
dispersed heat.”.2 During photosynthesis, 
radiant energy is transformed into a thermal 
form, in the process losing some of its 
usefulness. The organic matter created,
however, has temporary order and utility. Because of this utility, 
photosynthesis has been able to produce an essential fuel upon 
which human evolution and civilization is based.

Figure 9: Marsh

Of the huge amount of solar energy intercepted by the planet (1.7E17 Watts) only 47 
percent reaches the surface.3 Where sunlight reaches plants, photosynthesis has a 
theoretically conversion efficiency of about 10 percent. Net productivity however, is 
controlled by other factors including temperature and precipitation then reduced by the 
metabolic needs of the plant. As a result, organic matter produced by photosynthesis on 
good land, well watered and fertilized might attain efficiencies of 5 percent. However, 
productivity “achievable under a variety of less favorable natural conditions and with less 
intensive energy subsidies”, are likely to be half that.4 These rates of efficiency and 
productivity are the ones that have produced long-term planetary balance.

3.4 Primary productivity

Gross primary productivity is the total organic matter created through photosynthesis. 
Plants use part of this energy to power their own life support. The organic material that 
remains is called Net primary productivity. Net primary productivity (NPP) “is the total 
food resource on Earth, providing the basis for maintenance, growth, and reproduction of 
all consumers [animals] and decomposers [fungi}.”5 The human species, like all other 
species on the planet, has lived exclusively off this resource over the course of our 
evolution.

Until the Industrial Revolution, net primary productivity, (still amounting to 
15,000,000,000 tonnes per year), supplied all of humankind’s food, clothing, medicine, 
shelter, and energy needs. To this day, much of the world’s population continues to be 
supplied by energy from this traditional source. ”In terms of absolute numbers, wood, 
crop residues, or dung remain the principal or sole fuels for just over 2 billion people, or 
over half the global population.” 6
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3.5 Energy consumption

Fossil fuel used today began its life as primary productivity. It is organic matter that has 
been geothermally processed over millions of years to become a concentrated fuel source 
with an energy density 800 times that of its original primary product.7 Considering its 
ease of portability and wide range of applications it is no wonder fossil fuel has become 
the fuel of choice.

Table 1 World Energy Consumption by Fuel, 1970 - 2010 (in Quadrillion Btu)

Annual Percent Change
Energy Source 1970 1990 2010 1970-1990

Oil 97.8 < .13-5.4 181.3 1.6
Natural Gas 36.1 m 106.8 3.5
Coal 59.7 f> 91.9 118 2.2
Nuclear 0.9 20.3 24.4 16.9
Renewables 12.2 26.2 41.1 3.9

Total 206.7 345:6 471.7 2.6

In 1990, 87 percent of world energy came from the consumption of fossil fuel.8 At 1995 
rates of extraction, oil reserves are projected to last 80-120 years, natural gas 60-200 
years, and coal 250 years.9 Given that developed countries are accustomed to the 
expansion of energy intensive lifestyles and less developed countries are seeking to raise 
their standard of living, rates of consumption are likely to continue to rise.

3.6 Environmental impacts

Environmental impacts of energy use are directly related to the amounts of energy 
Currently being consumed. However, it is not a scarcity of resources that is causing 
immediate concern. Rather it is the waste products of their consumption, for the amount 
being generated is beyond the ability of the ecosystem to absorb it while maintaining a 
human-healthy environment. Consumption of the products of photosynthesis, whether of 
current or ancient production, is the major cause of impacts leading to potential global 
warming and climate change. “About 6 Pg carbon are released annually as carbon dioxide 
through burning fossil fuels. Another approximately 1.6 Pg are released by destruction of 
forests globally”.10

Part of this ecosystem impact arises due to the consumption of annual primary 
productivity. Because it is also the sole support of all non-human biota, as the human 
population grows, the competition for the products of primary productivity intensifies.
The amount of photosynthetically fixed energy appropriated by man has reached at least 
39 percent of the total.11 Given this competition, other Species have less to support them. 
It is no wonder then, that “one-third of all fish [and] one-fourth of all mammal species are 
threatened with extinction”.12 Vaclav Smil, eloquently describes this loss as “. . .a  
biological debacle to surpass virtually any other in the 3.6 billion years since the 
evolution of life on our planet. As already stressed, this would mean the loss of the 
greatest concentration of genetic diversity on earth, and as this loss would be irreversible
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we cannot even begin to foresee how it would influence the evolutionary process at large 
and how it would curtail our global livelihood through the elimination of that huge 
genetic base and through unpredictable environmental impacts,” 13

Other areas of environmental impact are due to the consumption of products of ancient 
photosynthesis. The consumption of fossil fuels is transferring huge amounts of 
previously fixed carbon, into the atmosphere. Concentrations of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere have risen 28 percent since 1850, approaching levels not seen for over
100,000 years.14 Concern over the magnitude of this carbon flux has resulted in 
predictions of climate change, global warming, rising sea levels, and associated 
ecosystem traumas.

Energy consumption has increased 
dramatically over the last 150 years. Since 
1850, annual per capita combustion of fuel 
has changed from the equivalent of 500kg of 
wood, to 1.5 tonnes of oil, an eightfold 
increase in energy use.15 With human 

. population increasing from 1 to 6 billion 
during the same time period,16 impacts on the 
ecosystem have increased 48-fold. Fossil fuel 
consumption in 1990 was roughly five times 
that of energy appropriated from primary 
productivity. Lest we think that 
photosynthesis could satisfy modern energy 
needs, only “about three-quarters of the 
planet's commercial primary energy use could 
be supplied by a one-time harvest of all 
above-ground woody phytomass of forests “17, and that 
phytomass has taken multiple decades to grow.

Figure 10: Rise o f Global 
Fossil Fuel Consumption

Figure 11: Global Oil Reserves

Both primary productivity and fossil 
fuels are limited resources. On the one 
hand primary productivity, though 
annually recharged, is being reduced by 
overuse due to population pressure 
trying to supply basic human needs.
On the other rates while oil reserves 
look no farther ahead than 30 years.18 
The general operating paradigm regards 
both resources as unlimited. Only a 
broadening of ecological scope will 
change them from being treated as 
such.
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3.7 Energy Production and Ecological Footprint

The dominant technology powering modem civilization has not changed substantially 
since man first learned to control fire. The combustion of fuel has evolved from simple 
wood fires burning on individual hearths to Centralized power plants running on natural 
gas. Before the beginning of the Industrial Revolution and the emergence of fossil fuels 
as the dominant fuel, alternative power technologies existed in the form of waterwheels 
and windmills. These technologies had long been a boon to production and industry, 
contributing significant power to the world energy mix from as long ago as the first 
century BC and well into the mid-1800s.19 Their modem cousins, the hydroelectric 
power plant and wind farms have established themselves as important renewable energy 
sources. In the last half of the 20th century two other energy technologies emerged: 
photovoltaics with its ability to generate electricity directly from the sun, and nuclear 
fission based on the decay of radioactive uranium. The two have added to different sides 
of the renewable/nonrenewable energy technology mixture.

Ecological Footprint analysis can also be used to assess energy production systems. 
Energy Source Footprints, like other Ecological Footprints, are assessed based on the 
productive land they impact. The 87 percent of worldwide energy generated from fossil 
fuel combustion has part of its Footprint represented by Energy land and part by Built-up 
land. Energy land is assessed at one hectare of bioproductive forest for every 80-100 
Gigajoules of combustion per year plus any built-up land component. Renewable energy 
sources, are not therefore not assessed Fossil Energy land for the most part because they 
do not combust fossil fuels to produce power, but only so far as fossil energy is embodied 
in their physical manufacture or installation.

Each energy source occupies a certain footprint of land. Fossil fuel power plants are 
assessed for the land the plant is built on as well as a portion for transmission lines. In the 
case of hydro-electric plants, they are also assessed for the land the dam sits on, its 
distribution system, and the productive land flooded behind the dam. Some technologies, 
like rooftop photovoltaics 
disturb very little 
additional land. As shown 
in Table 2, energy source 
Footprints vary by a ratio 
of as much as 500:1.20 
Energy sources based on 
thermal combustion 
require 100 hectares of 
Forest land for every 100 
Gigajoules produced per

Energy Source Productivity 
[in Gigajoules per 
hectare per year].

Footprint for 100 
Gigajoules per year 
[in hectares]

Fossil fuel
ethanol approach 80 1.25
CO, absorption approach 100 1.0
biom ass replacement

approach 80 1.25
Hydro-electricity (average) 1,000 0.1

lower course 150-500 0.2-0 .67
high altitude 15,000 0.0067

Solar hot-water up to 40 ,000 0 .0025
Photovoltaics 1,000 0.1
Wind energy 12,500 0 .008

Table 2: Energy Source Footprints
year, while renewable
energy source footprints are much lower because their 
technologies are not based on fossil fuel consumption.
A photovoltaic energy source footprint, deriving its energy input directly from the sun, 
has an energy footprint one tenth that of fossil fuel combustion.
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The Ecological Footprint for nuclear energy, if one assumes there will be no accidents, is 
small compared to the energy output. At first glance, nuclear technology would seem to 
be 50 times as efficient as photovoltaics.21 However, if one considers, the destruction 
resulting from potential weapons application, the unsolved issues associated with waste 
storage and loss of biological productivity due to potential accident, nuclear power 
develops a very large and long lasting footprint. Indeed, because Ecological Footprint 
analysis is based on the health of biologically productive lahd, those impacts which cause 
permanent or persistent damage need to be removed from the system. Therefore, 
technologies which “systematically erode nature’s capacity to regenerate” or “materials 
for which the biosphere has no significant assimilation capacity (e.g. plutonium, 
polychlorinated biphenols (PCBs), chlorofiuorocarbons (GFCs)”22 are not assessed.

3.8 The case for reduction of material and energy intensity in the developed world

Sustainability requires an equitable distribution of resources to the entire human 
population. Currently, developed countries, with 20 percent of the world’s population, 
have Footprints averaging 7 area units per capita while undeveloped countries with 80 
percent of the world’s population average 2 area units per capita. Redistribution of 
resources calls for developed countries to establish goals to reach equity.

As shqwn in Table 3, with a population of 5.7 billion people in 1996, Earthshares 
(excluding a 10 percent allowance for biodiversity) were calculated to be 1.99 hectares 
while the average per capita footprint in the United States was 12.22 hectares. In the year 
2050, when human population is projected to reach 9.3 billion people, an Earthshare 
(excluding technological gains) will have decreased by 37% to 1.22 hectares per person. 
To reach equity at that time, the developed world’s Ecological Footprint would need to 
be reduced by 90 percent.

Table 3 Population, Earthshares, and Reduction Percentages

Year

Worldwide 
biologically 
productive hectares 
in billions

Worldwide 
biologically 
productive 
hectares, less 
10% for 
biodiversity

Human 
population 
in billions

Earthshare 
in hectares

Per capita
Ecological
Footprint in
affluent
countries
(hectares)

Reduction 
required to 
reach equity

1900 12.6 11.34 1.7 6.6 1
1950 12.6 11.34 ' 2
1994 12.6 11.34 3 to 5
1996 12.6 11.34 5.7 1.99 6 to 12
2000 12.6 11.34 6 1.89 84%
2025 12.6 11.34 8 1.42 88%
2050 12.6 1L34 9.3 1.22 90%

Since the developed world already consumes resources at a rate beyond the carrying 
capacity of the ecosystem, sustainable actions are called for in two areas. The developed 
world must reduce its own resource use to an equitable percentage of carrying capacity 
and encourage a transfer of technology to developing countries. Reducing one’s own
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impact to within carrying capacity is an obvious component of sustainability, and the 
transfer of technology to developing countries allows them to avoid an ecologically 
damaging industrial build up. Among other things, technology transfer could deter 
destruction of some of the last remaining tracts of intact forest. Their carbon sinks and 
gene pools are critical components of sustainability for us all.

1 Jacobson, Michael C , et al Earth System Science, p.31

2 Smil, Energies, p.42

3 Smil, Biomass Energies, p 2

4 Smil, Biomass Energies, p 14

5 United Nations Environment Programme, et al.. Caring for the Earth, annex 1., p.186

6 Smil, Biomass Energies, p.viii

7 Smil, Bomass Energies, p.17

8 http://www.eia.doe, Energy Information Administration, Table 1

9 Smil, Energies, 1999 pp. 138-143

10 Apps, Michael J., and David T. Price, Forest Ecosystems, Forest Management and the Global Carbon 
Cycle, 1996, p.429

11 Vitousek, Peter M. et al.. Human Appropriation o f the Products o f Photosynthesis, Biosciences, Vol.36, 
No.6, p. 368

12 Hawkins et al., Natural Capitalism, p. 149

13 Smil, Biomass Energies, p.49

14 Jacobson, Earth System Science, p.8

15 Smil, Energies, p.133

16 http://w w w .SD iritone.com

17 Smil, Biomass Energies, p.36

18 Smil, Energy, Food, Environment, Clarenden Press, Oxford, 1987, p.55

19 Smil, Energy in World History, pp. 103-108

20 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint, table p.69

21 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint, p.75

22 Loh, Jonathan et al.. Living Planet Report 2000, p .31
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4.0 Case study: physical inventory and embodied energy

The data in this case study is from a residence in Tucson, Arizona. It is limited to 
information regarding the development of the site, the creation of the physical structure, 
the supporting infrastructure, and the environmental impacts of its use.

4.1 Site
The property in question was created as a lot in subdivision 
(Vista Hermosa Homesites) in 1937. The property was 
originally appropriated from the Sonoran desert landscape and 
graded in order to establish infrastructure (roads and utilities) 
and facilitate construction of houses. The house in this case 
study was constructed in 1946 as one of 157 filling out the 
subdivision. Several of this same floor plan and construction 
exist on the same street.

4.2 Materials
The residence in this study is a 720 square foot, one story, flat-roofed structure of 
masonry construction. It sits on a triangular shaped lot of 5971 square feet along with a 
240 square foot, modified, wood framed garage. Covered porches extend over both front 
and back doors of the house. A mixture of both native and exotic trees exist on the 
property which is surrounded by a wooden fence. Materials existing in the house and on 
the property are listed in Table 4a. They all have embodied energy, having been 
processed from raw materials originating elsewhere and transported to the site.

4.3 Labor and processes
The human labor and processes employed in the creation of this residence involved many 
participants and their efforts over time. A list of this imput to the embodied energy is as 
follows:

4.3.1 Development and marketing
Development of this site required the processes of parcel survey, development design and 
layout, legal proceedings and recording, marketing, and selling. Parties involved likely 
included the owner/developer, surveyor and assistant, designer, lawyer, county 
recorder/notary, real estate agent, prospective buyers, buyer.

Labor: owner/developer, development designer, surveyor, lawyer, recorder/notary, 
marketer, realtor, prospective buyers, buyer
Materials: food, drink, waste facilities, survey tools, paper and drawing tools, copy 
machines, stakes and markers.
Machinery: vehicles to get to site and offices 
Tools: writing, drawing, transit
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4.3.2 Site preparation
Site preparation required the processes of grading, trenching, road building, load 
transport, installation of water, sewer, gas, electric and telephone lines. Parties involved 
likely included heavy equipment operators, infrastructural bureaucrats and workers 
supplying water, sewer, gas, electric, telephone services. Material goods used included 
heavy equipment wear and tear, fuel, oil and grease, road base gravel and asphalt surface, 
concrete curbs, water, sewer and gas mains, extensions, fittings and seals, utility poles, 
cable, and wire.

Labor: Heavy equipmnet operators and mechanics, county overseers, utility managers, 
engineers, field installers
Materials: road base gravels, asphalt, formwork, concrete, concrete pipe, steel pipe, 
seals, utility poles, cable, wire, hardware
Machinery: Grader, trencher, dump trucks, compactors, water trucks,
Tools: shovels, pick axes, steel bars, wheelbarrows, rakes, Safety clothing

4.3.3 Masonry
Labor: mason and laborers for slabs and block walls
Materials: formwork, string, nails, cement, aggregate, sand, water, reinforcing wire and 
steel, anchor bolts,
Machinery: transportation, trencher, mixer, power trowel, staging 
Tools: shovels, picks, hammers, saws, screen, trowels, floats, water tank

4.3.4 Carpentry 
Labor: carpenter and laborer
Materials: lumber, boards, plywood, nails, hangers 
Machinery: transportation 
Tools: saws, hammers, drills

4.3.5 Roofing 
Labor: roofer and laborer
Materials: asphalt, tar paper, flashing, nails 
Machinery: tar cooker
Tools: knives, brushes, pails, hammers, clippers, ladders

4.3.6 Electrical
Labor: electician and laborer
Materials: wire, steel boxes, connectors, grounding rod, metal conduit, fasteners 
Machinery:
Tools: pipe bender, hammers, clippers, knives, drills, drivers

4.3.7 Plumbing
Labor: Plumber and laborer
Materials: copper and plastic pipe and fittings, solvents and adhesives, flashing, fasteners 
Machinery:
Tools: saws, hammers, drills, hand tools
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4.3.8 Insulation
Labor: Insulators
Materials: Fiberglass insulation, foam insulation, staples, tape 
Machinery:
Tools: knives, stapler, tape

4.3.9 Drywall
Labor: Plasterers
Materials: plaster, gypsum board, joint compound, tape, nails, screws 
Machinery:
Tools: Mixer, knives, trowels, sandpaper

4.3.10 Maintenance
Labor: homeowner or tradesman 
Materials: replacement materials for existing 
Machinery: none 
Tools: household or professional

4.3.11 Operations 
Labor: Homeowner
Materials: cleaning, water, natural gas
Machinery: none
Tools: household and yard

Systems 4.3.1-11, in one way or another, embody a share of the energy of personnel 
whose efforts are employed in mineral, oil, or raw material extraction, transport, 
processing and product manufacturing, marketing, commercial outlet management, 
drivers, tradesmen and helpers. Material goods used include mining and extraction 
equipment, transport vehicle or infrastructural wear and tear, fuel, oil, and grease, 
manufacturing infrastructure wear and tear, and fuels used, vehicle transport from 
refinery, mill, or factory to market wear and fear, fuel, oil, grease, material and packaging 
transport from store to site vehicle wear and tear, fuel, oil, grease, trade worker transport 
vehicle wear and tear, fuel, oil, grease, tools and supplies, food and protective clothing.

4.4 Infrastructure

4.4.1 Water and sewer
Through this past year (2000), water has been supplied from an aquifer in the Tucson 
basin. It is brought to the surface using electric or gas pumps and delivered via water 
mains to the site. The infrastructure the City of Tucson Uses for access and distribution of 
water is divided into potable and reclaimed systems encompassing nearly 22 million feet 
of cementitious and metal pipe.1 Sewage removal is accomplished using a system of 
pipes which, by gravity and pump transport, delivers effluent to treatment plants. Some 
treated water is reclaimed and used for irritgation on parks and golf courses. The rest is 
discharged into the Santa Cruz water drainage where it exits Tucson city limits.
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4.4.2 Electricity
Electricity is supplied by Tucson Electric Power Company which runs five generating 
plants. Two are in Tucson, the others are located in northern and east-central Arizona, 
and the last in northwestern New Mexico. The electricity reaching the case study site is 
most likely coming from the Irvington plant in Tucson. Its fuel is coal. Electricity 
generated at the plant is distributed via overhead transmission lines until it reaches the 
site, then connects to the residential electrical panel for domestic use.

4.4.3 Gas
Natural gas is supplied by Southwest Gas Corporation originating in the Permian basin 
beneath Midland, Texas. It is transported through New Mexico and into Arizona via 
steel, cast iron, and plastic pipe to a meter on the site.

4.4.4 Waste removal
Waste removal is handled by the City of Tucson though a weekly service which uses 
trucks to empty neighborhood containers which are then transported to a city landfill.
The landfill is constructed to contain leachates from the decomposing waste so they do 
not contaminate the ground water. Methane gas produced by the decomposition of buried 
organic matter may be vented or collected fbr energy recapture.

4.5 Use
The house is used as a residence for a single adult inhabitant. The inhabitant is a student 
who uses the house for sleeping, cooking, entertaining, studying, bathing, and storage. A 
car and bicycle are on the premises providing the primary modes of transportation.

4.6 Initial findings

Using the Ecololgical Footprint analysis software located at the Redefining Progress 
website,2 the case study household EF for the year 2000 was 12.0 hectares (see Tables 5a 
and 5b). Of that total, the housing component required 4,019 sq. meters of fossil energy 
land, 4,185 sq. meters of forest land, and 3,606 sq. meters qf built-up land, totaling 
11,810 sq. meters or 1.18 hectares.

Redefining Progress’s spreadsheet uses an average Canadian house as its typical model. 
With its 350M2 of living space it embodies 1310GJ of energy. On this basis, the square 
footage for the case study buildings should embody an energy total of approximately 
302 GJ (302,000,000,000 J). To check this figure, the total embodied energy of the case 
study buildings were summed (Table 4b) using calculations found in the U.S. Department 
of Energy’s Handbook o f Energy Use for Building Construction.3 The embodied energy 
thus found in the case study buildings (excluding the fence) totals 336,728,900 Btu’s or 
the equivalent o f355 GJ (1 Btu =1055.056 J). The similarity of the totals confirms the 
validity of the Ecological Footprint method.
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T able 4b
Embodied energy in 
materials

Percentage o f  total 
materials

Embodied 
energy in labor

Percentage o f  
labor

Wood products 50,810,220 14.3 167.743 18.4
All products 356,517,740 100 913.084 100
All less fence 336,728,900

Human effort embodied in the building of the house, garage, and fence (according to the 
DOE source quoted above) totaled 913 Man Hours. Each Man Day of work consumes 
approximately 6 MJ of energy.1 2 * 4 Divided by an 8 hour day, the 913 Man Hours equals 114 
Man Days. At 6 MJ/ Man Day, the human energy embodied in the structures at the site 
amounts to 684 MJ (684,000,000 J). The human energy embodied in the crafting of the 
house amounts to 0.2 percent of energy embodied in the materials.

1 Tucson Water Pipe Inventors (Potable and Reclaimed Watermains as of 12-31-2000)

2 http:/Ayww. rprogress.org

1 U.S. Department of Energy’s Handbook o f Energy Use for Building Construction

4 Smil, Energies, 1999, p.91
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5.0 Applying Ecological Footprint analysis to the built environment

Ecological Footprint analysis can be used to measure the sustainability of the built 
environment by showing the relationship between finite biologically productive resources 
and the numbers of people using them. If the amount of resources consumed is less than 
an earthshare, and there is equity in their distribution, sustainability is possible.

5.1 Emergence of the built environment and its relationship to sustainability

The built environment emerged as man sought to improve his immediate environment, 
trying to make life more comfortable and secure. It probably began through the simple 
act of making clothes or finding a windbreak. These first moves required the input of 
small amounts of biological production in the form of gathered fur and fiber. Biological 
resources supplied materials and energy for the first shelters, later to evolve into 
dwellings.

As the built environment has become more permanent and complex, it has come to 
embody greater amounts of biological productivity. Modem buildings not only embody 
biological productivity in their materials, but in their sophisticated operational systems 
and maintenance requirements as well. In final stages, when a building becomes 
obsolete, it requires a last dose of remedial energy to facilitate its recycling or removal to 
a landfill.

Sustainability is a goal which balances the dynamics of a growing human population with 
an appropriate use of resources for its benefit. Since the global population is growing 
within an ecosystem of finite biological productivity (as described in Section 3.8 affluent 
countries must reduce their consumption of resources. This “dematerialization” is 
necessary to slow the rate of waste generation and help to stabilize the environment upon 
which we all depend. Certainly, the built environment has a huge part to play in this 
effort and given its scope, solutions to this goal will need to occur in various small, and 
large arenas. For the purposes of this case study, I seek to find a strategy for an existing 
residential condition, to show how it can play its part and thereby become sustainable.

5.2 Deciphering the existing case study footprint

Looking at Table 5c we can see is that the overall Ecological Footprint of 12 hectares is 
greater than an Earthshare (1.89 hectares in 2000) and therefore unsustainable. 
Component areas of the footprint are displayed in horizontal rows of consumption 
categories (Food, Housing, Transportation, Goods, Services and Waste) and vertical 
columns of land use categories (Fossil Energy land. Arable land, Pasture, Forest, Built-up 
land and Sea). The data consolidated here reveals three points worthy of noting and 
which help in strategizing remedial sustainable actions. The first, is that the consumption 
category of Housing(10%) is a relatively small percentage of the overall Household 
footprint. It seems likely that consumption categories with larger percentages would play
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a greater role when developing sustainability strategies. Therefore, Housing would likely 
play a relatively minor role in pursuing sustainability actions. Secondly, the Fossil 
Energy Land is by far the largest land use category, totaling 58%. It dominates 4 of the 6 
consumption categories. It seems likely that most footprint reductions would come from 
here. Finally, the Housing category is split evenly between Fossil Energy land, Forest 
land and Built-up land, at 3% each. Strategies for footprint reductions in this 
consumption category will need to come out of these land use areas.

Table 5c EF = 12.0 (data consolidation and distribution percentages)
H I  i t

Ecological Footprint Analysis of Residential Case Study, Tucson, AZ
Ecological Footprint is 12.0 hectares = 30 acres]__________ |__________ ]___________
Expressed in average land with world average productivity (in square meters)
Conversion factors have been applied. Some rounding may occur.

Fossil Energy Land Arable Land Pasture Forest Built-up Land Sea Total
Food 9,006 7,761 20,552 0 0 2,658 39,977
Housing 4,019 0 0 4,185 3,606 0 11,810
Transportai 34,389 0 0 0 4,861 0 39,250
Goods 3,710 456 173 42 222 0 4,603
Services 16,044 0 0 2,861 1,783 0 20,688
Waste 2,308 0 0 834 138 0 3,280
Total 69,476 8,217 20,725 7,922 10,610 2,658 119,608

Ecological Footprint Distribution

Fossil Energy Land Arable Land Pasture Forest Built-up Land Sea Total
Food 8% 6% 17% 0% 0% 2% 33%
Housing 3% 0% 0% 3% 3% 0% 10%
Transportai 29% 0% 0% 0% 4% 0% 33%
Goods 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4%
Services 13% 0% 0% 2% 1% 0% 17%
Waste 2% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 3%
Total 58% 7% 17% 7% 9% 2% 100%

5.3 Pursuing sustainability of the housing category

Within the Ecological Footprint housing category, sustainable strategies can be linked to 
the three land use categories:
1. by reducing the amount of land taken out of biological productivity (Built-up land)
2. by reducing the land required for a carbon dioxide sink (Fossil Energy land), and
3. through the appropriate use of wood products (Forest land).
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5.3.1 Built-up land

The built-up land attributed to this residential study includes the building lot plus another 
50% to account for roads and streets outside of the property, but still serving the property. 
The built-up land component of the EF, if done in more detail, would include the pro
rated footprints of all biologically degraded area1 attributable to utilities, such as water, 
gas, and electric distribution systems and the ecological footprints required for their 
extraction or generation facilities, (note: This study was limited to the year 2000.2001 
would include the additional footprint attributable to the arrival of Colorado river water 
to the city supply via the Central Arizona Project canal.)

The Built-up land component accounts for 31% of the housing footprint. Remedial 
sustainability efforts would seek ways to ameliorate biological productivity loss resulting 
from development of the site. In this case, since one sustainable strategy recommends the 
continued residential use of the site, biological productivity could be bolstered by a 
mixing of both functions.

Some options would include:
1. Food production on site which would increase bio-productivity generally and decrease 

the impacts of importing food
2. Water harvesting which would replace water otherwise supplied from distant sources, 

and reduce the impacts of energy used in it transport and chemical processing
3. Gray water systems which would allow the reuse of Water need on site
4. Porous paving to allow rain water to recharge hydrologic layers promoting aquifer 

restoration which could help reestablish riparian ecosystems
5. Reestablishment of local flora and fauna by using appropriate and indigenous Species 

when landscaping
6. Looking for opportunities to introduce and connect to wildlife and natural corridors 

within the Urban setting
7. “Green” rooftops and other solutions geared towards reducing the “urban heat island” 

effect cause by heat absorptive surfaces.

5.3.2 Fossil energy land

The Fossil energy land attributed to the housing component of this residential study 
provides the capacity to assimilate the carbon dioxide emissions resulting from fossil fuel 
combustion. This category accounts for the fuel used in operating the household (80%), 
and the embodied energy in the building materials (20%). The fuels used for household 
operations can be further divided into those used for spaed heating (35%), electrical use, 
(30%), water heating (26%), and cooking (9%).

The Fossil energy land component in this case study accounts for 34% of the housing 
footprint. Because 80% of fossil fuel consumption is used for housing operations the 
reduction or displacement of their use is a likely sustainability priority. In the Tucson 
climate, with sunlight readily available on site, it is likely that most fossil fuel 
consumption could be reduced or replaced through the application o f
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1. Passive (and perhaps active) solar space heating design to reduce natural gas demand
2. Photovoltaic electricity generation to replace coal fired distantly generated power 

(Photovoltaic energy footprint compared to fossil fuel: 1 :10)2
3. Solar water heating to displace the consumption of natural gas (Solar hot-water 

energy footprint compared to fossil fuel: up to 1: 400)3
4. Solar cooking (with some possibilities of interesting lifestyle/timing repercussions)

Another 20% of energy is embodied in the materials used in structures on site. The 
Ecological Footprint calculation assumes a service-life of 70 years for the masonry 
construction and 40 years for the wooden structure. Their Ecological Footprints could be 
cut by 50% by doubling the structure’s useful life. The masonry structure has the 
durability to implement this strategy. In this case, due to a lack of insufficient detailing 
and construction quality, the same may not apply to the wooden structure.

5.3.3 Forest land,

The Forest land attributed to the housing component of this residential study 
represents the amount of biologically productive forest necessary to produce the wood 
products used in the structures on site. Due to their relative permanence in the structure, 
the wood product’s footprint diminishes the longer they stay serviceable. If, however, 
these wood products are allowed to decompose, requiring replacement, the footprint will 
increase to account for new impacts.

The Forest land component in this case study accounts for 35% of the housing footprint 
which, as mentioned above, will diminish over time. No remedial action is necessary to 
counteract non-impacts although maintenance will add some impact. It is interesting to 
note that if harvested sustainably and permanently incorporated into a structure as 
framing, cabinetry, or furniture, wood continues to be a carbon sink, contributing to the 
sequestering of the waste from fossil fuel consumption.4

5.4 How sustainable will these strategies make this house?

In this model the housing category represents 1.2 hectares of the total household 
footprint. Strategies for reducing the housing footprint prioritize the reduction of the 
built-up land and fossil energy land components, and increasing the carbon fixing stock 
represented by the forest land component. Comparison of Table 5a-Housing component 
with Table 5b-Housing component (below) shows the different data entries when existing 
conditions are changed by strategic reductions.

Reducing the built-up land component can be accomplished by the reintroduction of 
biologically productive plants on site. If this productivity was reestablished on a 
hypothetical 3000 sq.ft, and the building footprint, was held to 1800 square feet, it would 
result in a 0.2 hectare reduction in the Ecological Footprint. Additionally, the 
contribution of the garden’s productivity reduces the Food footprint another 0.1 hectare, 
integrating within the Housing category for a summed reduction of 0.3 hectares.
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Table 5a - Housing Component: Existing Condition

Table 5a-HOUSING component

H o u s e  [ l iv in g  a re a ]

..b rick  h o u s e I s q r f t) 720 72 0 $ 0 0 0 50?

. w o o d e n  h o u s e  (U S  s ta n d a rd ) [ s q rf t] iaT 150 $ 0 0 0 18? 683
Y a rd  [o r to ta l lo t s i z e  ine l. building) [ s q r  ft) 567? 5971 $ 0 0 0 83?

. H o te ls ,  M o te ls l$] 4? 540 $45.00 s§7 41?
E le c tr ic ity  (a lso  c h e c k  c o m p o s i t io n - s e e  n? (kW h) 3? 384 $ 0 0 0
e n te r  a s  fra c t io n ,  e x  2 5 %  = 0 .2 5

th e rm a lly  p ro d u c e d  (fo ssil a n d  n u c le a r) 649
. low er c o u r s e  h y d ro 0% 0

. high  a ltitu d e  h y d ro 0% 0

. .P V  so la r  (on  e x is id n g  roo f a r e a s ) 0%

. P V  so la r  (on  nevdy  bu ilt-up  a re a ) 0% 0

..w ind 0% 0

F o s s i l  g a s  (n a tu ra l g a s )
. .c ity  g a s [C C F ] ' io 3 122 $0.00 T 5 2 7

b o tt le d  liquid g a s (p o u n d s ) 0.0 0 $0.00 3
L iq u id  f o s s i l  fu e l (o il)

..in  vo lum e [ga llons) 00 0 $00 0 0
in  w eigh t [p o u n d s ) 0.0 0 $ 0 0 0 3

C oal [p o u n d s ) 0 $0.00 0

W a te r  (no t in c lu d e d  s in c e  it d e p e n d s  on  lor [ga llons) 3 0 $ 0 0 0
(p o u n d s) oU 0 $ 0 0 0 3
[p o u n d s ]  ' o"3 0 $0.00 3

C o n s tr  w ood  & L rn itu re [p o u n d s ] T9 48 $ 0 0 0 15 453
SUB-TOTAL-2 $45.00 3,445 0 0 TJsS 832 0

Table 5b - Housing Component with Changed Data

Table 5b-HOUSING component

H o u s e  [ l iv in g  a re a ]

brick  h o u s e  [ s q r  It) 3 6 0 3 60 $ 0  00 2 5 ?
w o o d en  h o u s e  (U S  s ta n d a rd )  [s q r  8) 153 150 $ 0  00 1 8 ? 683

Y a rd  [or to ta l lot s i z e  incl. building] '  [ s q r  8) ieod 1 800 $ 0 .0 0 U 6 7

H o te ls ,  M o te ls  [$] 3 0 $ 0  00 3 3
E le c tric ity  ( a ls o  c h e c k  c o m p o s i t io n - s e e  n j  [kW h) 3 ? 384 $ 0  00
e n te r  a s  fr a c t io n  ex . 2 5 %  =  0 .2 5

. th e rm a ly  p ro d u c e d  (fo ssil a n d  n u c le a r) 0

low er c o u r s e  h y d ro 0% 0

high  a ltitu d e  hyd ro 0% 0

. P V  s o la r  (on ex is itin g  ro o t a r e a s ) 100%
P V  s o la r  (on  new ly bu ilt-up  a re a ) 0% 6

w m d 0% 0

F o s s i l  g a s  ( n a tu ra l g a s )

c ity  g a s  [C C F) o3 0 $ 0 .0 0 3
. .b o ttle d  Iryrid  g a s  [p o u n d s) 0.0 0 $ 0  00 3

L iq u id  f o s s i l  fu e l (o il)

..in  vo lum e [ga llons] f u J 0 $ 0  00 0
in  w e ig h t [po u n d s) 00 0 $ 0 .0 0 3

C o al [p o u n d s) 0 $0  00 0

W a te r  (n o t in c lu d e d  s in c e  it d e p e n d s  on  lor [ga llons) 3 0 $0  00
S tra w  [p o u n d s) oU 0 $ 0 .0 0 "3
F k e w o o d  [p o u n d s] (Tcf 0 $ 0  00 3
C o n s tr .  w ood  & fom iture  [p o u n d s) CUT 0 $ 0  00 0 ~ 3

SUB-TOTAL-2 $0.00 4 3 6 0 0 6831 -167 0

Fossil energy land could be reduced by replacing natural gas and off-site generated 
electricity with on-site solar strategies for heating, cooking, and electrical needs. This 
strategy results in a footprint reduction of 0.2 or more hectares. It could be further 
reduced by extending the useful life of the non-wooden building materials allowing then- 
embodied energy footprint to decrease year by year. If this useful time was doubled the 
resulting footprint reduction would be 0.1 hectares.
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Additionally, the carbon fixing capacity of Forest land could be increased by extending 
the useful life of the wood products existing in the buildings. This is already accounted 
for by suggesting the extension of the service-life of the house. By the same reasoning, if 
construction wood (repairs) and furniture were built to endure instead of wearing out, it 
could produce an additional reduction of 0.2 hectares.

Finally, the Ecological Footprint includes a component for hotel stays based on average 
resource use of households. Lifestyle modification could remo ve this 0.2 hectare part of 
the housing footprint.

In this case study the total footprint reduction for these housing components is 0.9 
hectares. This 75% reduction moves significantly towards satisfying the housing 
components’part in effectitig a sustainability goal of an 84% dematerialization. The 
strategies suggested take advantage of local, renewable resources while disengaging from 
imported non-renewables. They require a new integration of nature’s bio-productivity 
and architecture, which would provide nevfr opportunities for designers and inhabitants of 
the built environment..

5.5 Sustainability and the rest of the case study footprint

At 10%, the housing component of household consumption has less impact than food 
(33%), transportation (33%), or services (17%). This implies the sustainability of this 
household may be more dependent on lifestyle choices than issues directly associated 
with the architecture. If the goal of sustainability requires a 84% dematerialization for 
success, the housing component obviously cannot provide all of the solution. What, then, 
can the other categories contribute?

5.5.1 Food (33%)

The food category is the largest of the household, accounting for 33% of the Ecological 
Footprint. Its largest component, Pasture land (17%), is indicative of the relatively large 
requirements for beef production. Fossil energy land (8%) is also required for beef 
processing, and refrigeration and freezing applications. Arable land requirements are 
much lower (6%), indicative of the relative efficiency of crop productivity, and the 
impacts required for extracting fish from the sea have a minimal (2%) impact.
Sustainable action: An elimination of beef from the diet and the consumption of in- 
season, unprocessed, local food (some of which comes from an on-site garden), results in 
an EF reduction of 2.0 hectares.

5.5.2 Transportation (33%)

The footprint resulting from transportation is equal to that of the food category (33%). In 
this category, the Ecological Footprint is divided into the components of fossil energy 
land (88%), attributed to gasoline (73%) and jet fuel (27%) consumption. Secondarily, 
Built-up land (12%) for accounts for pro-rated road use.
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Sustainable action: If  the personal car and jet travel is eliminated, and replaced with 
shared or public transportation and bicycle, the EF would decrease by 3.4 hectares. (Note: 
the Ecological Footprint ratios of these three different conveyances: bicycle =1: bus 
2.5: car = 12.5)/ If appropriate roads were decommissioned and restored to biological 
productivity, some further reduction in the transportation footprint would result.

5.5.3 Services (17%)

Resources attributed to Services (17%) also represent a greater percentage of the case 
study footprint than housing. It is divided into components of Fossil energy land(13%). 
Forest land (2%), and built-up land (1%). Educational, telephone and electronic, and 
entertainment services account for 90% of the Services footprint .
Sustainable action: It is difficult to make recommendations for sustainability actions for 
this category which incoiporates quality of life components such as education, healthcare, 
and communications. But with fossil energy land making up 81% of the impact, 
strategies woiild likely concentrate on increased efficiency resulting in the reduction of 
energy imports, and the increase of local solutions and Services.

5.5.4 Housing (10%)

The housing category is discussed in detail in section 5.3 through 5.3.3.

5.5.5 Goods (4%)

The category of Goods accounts for the items used in everyday life. Fossil energy land 
accounts for 80% of the footprint, 85% of which is caused by the consumption of plastic 
products, photos, tools, and metal parts.
Sustainable action: An elimination of plastic products and photos, as well as an extension 
of tools and metal part durability lasting twice as long results in a EF reduction of 0,3 
hectares.

5.5.6 Waste (3%)

The Waste category accounts for discarded packaging. It is represented by the 
appropriation of fossil energy land (71%), forest land (25%), and built-up land (4%). The 
largest contributors to Fossil energy consumption me: paper (47%), plastic (18%), 
magnetic metal (18%), aluminum (13%), and glass (4%).
Sustainable action: If 100% mandatory recycling was required for packaging, the EF for 
this category would be reduced by 0.3 hectares.



5.5 Totaling Strategic Reductions

Table 6 Reduction between case study and sustainable strategies footprint

Ecological Footprint of Existing Conditions Ecological Footprint Reduction Strategies
Reduction 
in hectares

Food Food
Most food bought is packaged, out o f season 
and from far away 100% food locally grown 0.9
8 lbs. Beef/month 0% beef 1
0% garden area 3000 sq .ft. garden area 0.1
Eating but (8  complete meals/month) 0% meals out 0.3

Transportation Transportation
Personal car ( 60 gal. gas/month) 
airplane travel (1.7 person/hrs/month)

0% personal car, 0% airplane travel 
1000 mile/month bus/train travel 3.4

Housing Housing
Masomy house with 70 lifespan Doubling lifespan o f house 0.1

Built-up footprint o f 5971 sq.ft.
Reducing built-tip footprint from 5971 to 
1800 sq.ft. i 0.2

Hotel stays ($45./month) 0% hotel stays 0.2

100% thermally generated electricity (coal)
0% fossil fueled electricity, 100% 
photovoltaic (mounted on existing roof) 0.1

Natural gas (10.2 CCF/month) 0% city gas o.l
Construction wood, furniture and repair 
(41bs/month) 0% construction wood 0.2

Goods Goods
Tools, metal parts Tools, metal parts, double the lifespan
Plastics and photos 0% plastics and photos 0.3

Services Services
Education, communication, health care undeveloped strategies ?

Waste Waste
35% recycling 100% recycling 0.3

Total Reduction 7.2 hectares

Reducing the impacts listed in Table 6 would lower the household’s Ecological Footprint 
to 4.8 hectares, a 60 % reduction overall.
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5.6 Quantifying strategic reductions

Table 7 ______  Strategic Reductions
A. B. G  D. E.
Percentage o f 
original 
household EF

Number of 
hectares in original 
household EF

Hectare
reduction

% reduction within 
each category

% reduction 
o f original 
household EF

Food 33 3.96 2.3 58 19.16
Transportation 33 3.96 3.4 86 28.33
Services 17 2.04 0 0 0
Housing 10 1.2 0.9 75 0.75
Goods 4 0.48 0.3 63 0.25
Waste 3 0.36 0.3 83 0.25

Totals 100 12 7.2

The figures in Table 7, column D indicate the effectiveness of the strategic reductions. 
Though only one (Transportation) of the categories reached the 84% reduction goal using 
the chosen strategies, they all were able to contribute significantly towards sustainability. 
The Waste category comes very close at (83%) with Housing (75%) following close 
behind. Given this first go-round of strategic choices, it is clear that there are ways to 
take action towards significant sustainable goals. Column E figures shows the relative 
effectiveness of the strategies to the overall footprint. By far the two largest reductions 
were made in the Transportation (28.33%) and Food (19.16%) footprints. As a distant 
third, the contribution of Housing footprint reductions (0.75%) to sustainability is a 
relatively small factor. Issues associated with Transportation and Food would clearly be 
the most fertile ground for priority action. (Note: the Services category was not 
investigated for possible reductions and therefore does not have attributable figures. As it 
accounts for 17% of the case study footprint, once better understood, Services should be 
able to add significant reductions.)

1 United Nations Environment Programme, The World Conservation Union, and World Wide Fund For 
Nature, Caring for the Earth, A Strategy for Sustainable Living, pp. 186-187 for a discussion of NPP losses 
due to human ecosystem modifications

2 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint, table p.69

3 Ibid

4 Apps, Michael J., and David T. Price, Forest Ecosystems, Forest Management and the Global Carbon 
Cycle, 1996, p.207

5 Wackemagel and Rees, Our Ecological Footprint, 1996, p. 105
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This case-study investigates the potential for applying Ecological Footprint analysis to 
sustainability goals. Strategies were chosen based on size of footprint: the larger, the 
more potential fdr reductions. Given declining earthshares, quality of life is likely to 
arise as a criteria for decision-making. The Food category footprint, for instance, cap be 
reduced greatly, but only to the point of healthy limits.

The overall footprint, using this approach, results in a significant reductioh of 60%. As 
seen in Table 7, the categories of Food and Transportation had the two largest original 
footprints (3.96 hectares each) and strategic reductions (2.3 and 3.4 hectares 
respectively). The Services category no doubt has much reducibility but has not been 
investigated in this study due to a lack of modifiable attributes in the EF model. The 
housing category reduction of 75% is creditable, though its footprint reduction amounts 
to only 0.9 hectares. Reductions to footprints for Goods and Waste each amount to 0.3 
hectares. The high percentage reductions within all categories shows they can all play 
their parts in advancing sustainability, but more reductions need to be found to reach the 
84 % demaferialization goal.

The minor role Housing plays in reducing the case study footprint is indicated by its 
relatively low 10% portion. Yet issues related to Housing, but represented in other 
categories, are integrally connected. If, for example, transportation via personal car is 
replaced by bus/train travel, the public system supporting this will rely, in part, on 
sufficient housing density to be efficient. Additionally, even lower footprints could result 
if land use policies encouraged commonly used services to be located within bicycling or 
walking distance.

Food production also represents a change to a modem conventional lifestyle if one of the 
strategies, which recommends the replacement of the yard (Built-up land) with a food 
garden, is implemented. The ability to grow local produce will help reduce the Food 
footprint however the need for produce processing and storage will increase a footprint 
elsewhere. Whether these new impacts are best dealt with on an individual or community 
level would be another built environment issue. Clearly, issues of tradeoffs will arise as 
footprints are reduced and levels of efficiency increase. As they do, the built environment 
will need to be reconfigured to support its integration.

Somewhere along the continuum of footprint reduction strategies, Suggestions will be 
proposed which will deeply challenge cultural expectations. To reduce this household’s 
Ecological Footprint by another 30%, while maintaining quality of life, would likely 
present such a challenge. Housing may be able to squeeze out a few more percentages of 
footprint reduction, but given its interconnectedness to rest of the built environment, 
much more will have to happen in a social partnership. The use of Ecological Footprint 
analysis can allow designeers of the built environment to measure the sustainability of 
these proposed solutions.

6.0 Observations on applying Ecological Footprint analysis to this case study
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7.0 Glossary

Abiotic -  non-living 
Anthropocentric — human centered
Area Unit - ope hectare of biologically productive space with world average 

productivity.
Biome -  a defined ecosystem 
Biota -  all living organisms
Carrying Capacity - the maximum population that a biologically productive area can 

support
Dematerialization -  a reduction in material and energy intensity 
Earthshare. An Earthshare is the amount of land each person could use if all the

ecologically productive land on Earth were divided evenly among the present 
world population.

Ecological Footprint -  the biologically productive surface area necessary to support any 
given resource consumption and assimilate its waste 

Ethics -  the principles of right action 
Gigajoule -  ten to the ninth power joules
Hectare — an area enclosed by 100 meters by 100 meters (one hectare equals 2.471 acres) 
Joule -  an international unit of energy equivalent to the work accomplished when a force 

of 1 newton acts over a distance of 1 meter.
Natural Capital -  the natural resource base on Earth consisting of non-renewable 

resources such as oil, coal, and minerals; and renewable resources such as 
ecosystems.which provide ecological services which maintain the balanced 
functioning of atmosphere and climate, the hydrological cycle, waste assimilation, 
nutrients recycling, soil generation, pollination of crops, biodiversity, and well as 
recreational and aesthetic values.

Paradigm -  a belief system through which a person perceives reality 
Sink -  an area or resevoir where input is greater than output
Sustainability -  the condition of maintaining ecological integrity and basic human needs 

over human generations
Throughput -  the physical flow of matter and energy from nature’s sources, through the 

human economy, and back to nature’s sinks 
Watt -  a standard measure of power equal tq the flow of 1 joule per second
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Appendix
Tatie 4a Embodied Energy o f Materials and Labor of Residence

Item Quantity Embodied energy Embodied BTUs Labor Hf/unit Man Hours
BTU/ unit

Site water line 1" steel, 24' 43,300/lnft .1039200 0.0328 0.7872
sewet line 6" diameter vit. clay, 601nft. 138,000/ft 8,280,000 0.147 8.82

Concrete reinforce. 6x6#10/10 welded wire 1168sqft SOSCVsqft 5933440
Cast in place cone. slab under house 6"x720sqft. 48,000/s qft. 34,632,000 0.045 32.4

slab under front porch 6"x48sqft. 48,100/sqft. 2,308,800 0.045 2.16
s lab under back porch 6"xl60sqft. 48,100/sqft. 7,696,000 0.045 7.2
slab under garage 6"x240sqft. 48,100/sqft. 11,544,000 0.045 10.8

Masonry units concrete masonry units 6" conc.blkwall, 1170sqft 41,600/sqft. with mortar 48,672,000 0.0556 65
Rough carpentry interior walls 2" x^'wood, 13001nft. 508Q/lnft 6,604,000 0.0221 28.73

ceiling joists 2"x6"wood, 4401nft. 7620/lnft 3,352,800 0.0331 14.56
lintels 4"x4"wood, 441nft. 10100/lnft 444,400 0.0441 1.94
rafters: front porch 2"x4"wood, 30Inft. 508Q/Inft 152,400 0.0221 0.663
rafters : back porch 2"xl"wood, 2281nft. 5080/lnft 1,158,240 0.0221 5.04
back porch: header 2"x6^'wood, 541nft. 7620/lnft 411,480 0.0331 1.79
exterior walls: garage 2"x4"wood, 5841nft. 5080/lnft 2,966,720 0.0221 12.91
ceiling joists: garage 2"x6"wood, 1761nft. 762(yinft 1,341,120 0.0331 5.46
fascias: garage I"x6" wood, 36toft. 3810/lnft 137,160 0.0116 0.42
roof sheathing: front porch l"x6"wood, 301nft. 3810/toft 114,300 0.0116 0.39
roof sheathing: house 5/8" plywood, 720s qft. 9640/sqft 6,940,800 0.0373 26.86
roof sheathing: back porch 1/2" pfywood, 240sqft. 7710/sqft 1,850,400 0.0298 7.15
roof sheathing: garage l"x6"wood, 5761nft. 3810/toft 2,194,560 0.0116 6.68
fence l"x4"wood, 7884 Inft. 2510/toft 19,788,840 0.011 27.61

Plastic fabrications countertop, 2'x6' 3/4"part.brd w/plas.lam 7650/sqft 91800 . 0.0294 0.3528
fiberglass insulation 3 1/2", 720sqft. 6860/sqft 4939200 0.0095 6.84
rigid foam insulation 2", 720s qft. 30,600/s qft 22032000 0.0672 48.38

Roofing house: built-up roll roofing 720sqft. 13600/sqft 9,792,000 0.04 28.8
porches: roll roofing 255sqft. 7760/sqft 1,978,800 0.03 7.65
garage: roll roofing 288sqft. 7760/sqft 2,234,880 0.03 8.64

Flashing dripedge: aluminum 4", 47sqft. 26900/s qft 1,264,300 0.0188 0.88
Doors garage door: steel l#3-0x6-8 2,630,000ea. 2,630,000 7.86 7.86

security door: steel l@3-0x6-8 l,750,000ea. 1,750,000 4 4

TaHe 4a (cont.) ext. front: wood w/ply panel 1 @3-0x64? 873,000ea. 873,000 4.68 4.68
Doors, cont. ext. back: wood w/ gls pnl. l@2-6x6-6 727,000ea. 727,000 3.9 3.9

tot.: wood w/ ply panels 2@2-6x6x6 285,000ea. 570,000 ■3.9 7.8
tot.: wood w/ ply panels 1 @ 2 - 0 x6 x6 228,000ea. 228,000 3.63 3.63
tot.: wood w/ ply veneer 1 @ 2 - 0 x6 x6 228,000ea. 228,000 3.63 3.63
garage door: wood w/glass l@2-6x6-8 . 727,000ea. 727,000 3.9 3.9

Windows house: single pane A1 slide 8@3-0x4-0 1^60,000ea. 10,080,000 2.58 20.64
house: single pane A1 slide 2@2-Qx3-0 907,000ea. 1,814,000 1.86 3,72
garage: insulated, Al, slide l@2-0x3-0 907,000ea. 907,000 1.86 1.86
garage: glass block l@2-0x3-0

Hardware allowance 1263 sqft. 1500/sqft 1894500 .0079/sqft. 9.98
Plaster & gyp board Int. ceilings: gyp W plaster 1/2" 720sqft. 6980/s qft 5,025,000 0.0359 25.85

Lit. walls: gyps, w/ plaster 1/2" 648sqft. 6980/s qft 4,523,040 0.0359 23.26
kitchen floor: ceramic tile 1/4", 56sqft. 68,700/sqft 3,847,200 0.169 9.46

Paints and coatings ceilings: paint 2 coats water base, 720sqft 920/s qft. 662,400 0.009 12.96
walls: paint 2 coats water base, 648sqft 920/sqft. 596,160 0.009 11.66

Residential equip. gas range 8,210,000ea. 8,210,000 18.7 18.7
washing machine 10,700,000ea. 10,700,000 24.2 24.2
gas dryer 7,650,000ea. 7,650,000 17.5 17.5
refrigerator, 18 cuft 7,930,000ea. 7,930,000 43.2 43.2
prefab cabinets base, 48sqft 7650/sqft 367200 .0530/sqft 0.954

uppers, 24sqft 7650/sqft 183600 ,0530/sqft 0.477
Building pipe water: copper feed 76toft. 1/2" 71,600/toft. 5,441,600 0.105 7.98

evap.cooler: copper feed 20toft. 1/4" 36,600/toft. 732,000 0.0535 1.07
water: PVC drain 22toft. 2" 24,700/toft. 543,400 0.0546 1.2
gas: black iron 50toft 1" 43,300/toft 2,165,000 0.0328 1.64

Plumbing fixt / equip bathtub, steel Ipc. 3,030,000ea. 3,030,000 8.06 8.06
bath and shower fittings Ipc. l,000,000ea. 1,000,000 3.45 „ 3.45
bath drains and overflows Ipc. 517,000ea. 517,000 1.78 1.78
lavatory: china, pedestal Ipc. 1,210,00063. 1,210,000 3.22 3.22
water closet: china.standrd. Ipc. 2,330,000ea.. 2,330,000 6.2 6.2
kitchen sink, stainless s ti Ipc. 2,280,000ea. 2,280,000 6.06 6.06
gas-fired water heater Ipc. 3,650,000ea. 3,650,000 8.33 8.33

HVAC equipment allowance 720sqft. 49,000/sqft 35,280,000 ,24/sqft 172.8
Electric allowance 960 sqft. 17,000/s qft 16320000 .061/s qft 58.56

TOTAL 356,517,740 913.084



Table 5: Case study Ecological Footprint (page 1 o f 2)

Ecological Footprint Assessment: The Results

Your per capita footprint is 12.0 hectares.
This corresponds to 30 acres

TABLE 5a 
CATEGORIES Units

AMOUNT 
per month

•qv. amount 
per year

Dollars 
spent (mth)

1) FOSSIL 
ENERGY

II) ARABLE 
LAND

III) PASTUREjIV) FOREST V) BUILT-UP 
LAND

VI) SEA

1-FOOD

E n te r  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  f o o d  p u r c h a s e d  th a t  is  w a s te d  r a th e r  t h a n  e a te n  in  y o u r  h o u s e h o ld 15% ( 2 6  p e r c e n t  is  th e  n a tio n a l a v e ra g e )

H o w  m u c h  o f  th e  fo o d  th a t  y o u  b u y  is  lo c a l ly  g ro w n , u n p r o c e s s e d  a n d  in s e a s o n ? a M o s t food  w e  b u y  is  p a c k a g e d ,  o u t  o f s e a s o n  a n d  from  ta r  a w a y .
b. A b o u t a  q u a r te r

A b o u t ha lf

d. A b o u t th r e e  q u a r te t s

e '
M o s t all th e  food  w e  g e t  is  loca lly  g row n , u n p r o c e s s e d ,  a n d  in - s e a s o n .

.V e g g ie s ,  p o ta to e s  4  fruit [p o u n d s ] icuJ 4 8 0 $ 0  0 0 4 0 5 2 2 8

B re a d [p o u n d s ] O 96 $ 0  0 0 2 0 3 123
R ic e , c e r e a l s ,  n o o d le s ,  e tc . [p o u n d s ] isTJ 180 $ 0  0 0 304 3 10

B e a n s [p o u n d s ] <9 48 $ 0  0 0 41 3 06

Milk & y o g u r t [q u a r ts ] m ? 132 $ 0 .0 0 2 3 2 3 ,0 0 6

Ic e  c re a m , s o u r  c re a m [q u a r ts ] 59 72 $ 0  0 0 4 7 5 8 ,1 9 7

C h e e s e ,  b u t te r [p o u n d s ] 59 36 $ 0  0 0 198 3 ,9 3 4

.E g g s  [ a s s u m e d  to  b e  5 0  g  e a c h ] [n u m b e r] 59 72 $ 0  0 0 i7 46

M e a t

..P o rk [p o u n d s] 59 0 $ 0  0 0 0 0

C h ic k e n , tu rk e y [p o u n d s] 59 72 $ 0  0 0 4 8 6 3 36

B e e f  ( g ra in  fed) [p o u n d s ] 59 24 $ 0  0 0 2 63 4 59 5 9 3
B e e f  ( p a s tu r e  fed) [p o u n d s ] 6 0 72 $ 0  0 0 7 9 0 1 1 ,2 3 7

F is h [p o u n d s ] 59 36 $ 0 .0 0 3 8 0 8 ,2 1 9

J u ic e  4  w in e [ q u a r ts ]  ’ io9 120 $ 0  0 0 5 2 8 281

S u g a r [p o u n d s ] 59 36 $ 0  0 0 4 d 32

. V e g e ta b le  o i l  4  fa t

. .s o lid [p o u n d s ] 59 0 $ 0  0 0 0 0

-liq u id [q u a r ts ] 59 6 $ 0 .0 0 55 1 33

T e a  4  c o ffee [p o u n d s ] 59 0 $ 0  0 0 3 0

G a rd e n  [a r e a  u s e d  for food] [ s q r l l ] 59 0 0

E a tin g  o u t [ c o m p le te  m e a ls ] [n u m b e r] 59 96 $ 0  0 0 3 5 ? 4 2 3 1955
SUBTOTAL-1 $0.00 4,751 2,670 30,659 0 0 8,219
2.-HOUSING

H o u s e  [ l iv in g  a re a ]

. .b r ic k  h o u s e [ s q r  It] 720 72 0 $ 0  0 0 5 0 5

w o o d e n  h o u s e  (U S s ta n d a r d ) [ s q m ] iscf 150 $ 0  0 0 184 6 8 ?

Y a rd  [o r to ta l  lot s i z e  Incl. bu ild ing ] [ s q r  It] 507? 5971 SO 0 0 8 3 ?

. H o te ls ,  M o te ls [*] 4 ? 5 4 0 $ 4 5  0 0 5 6 ? 5 T 3

E le c tr ic i ty  ( a l s o  c h e c k  c o m p o s i t i o n - s e e  n? [kW h] 3? 384 $ 0  0 0

e n te r  a s  f r a c t io n , e x  2 5 %  *  0  2 5

. . th e r m a ly  p ro d u c e d  (fo ss il a n d  n u c le a r) 100% 6 4 9

low er c o u r s e  h yd ro 0% 0

..h ig h  a lti tu d e  hy d ro 0% 0

. .P V  s o la r  (on  e x is itin g  roo f a r e a s ) 0%

. .P V  s o la r  (on new ly  bu ilt-u p  a re a ) 0% o'

..w in d 0% o'
F o s s  I  g a s  (n a tu ra l g a s )

c ity  g a s [C C F ] io9 122 $ 0 .0 0 T 5 2 ?

b o tt le d  liquid g a s [p o u n d s ] 0.0 0 $ 0  0 0 3
L iq u id  fo s s i l  fu e l  (o il)

. .in  v o lu m e [g a llo n s ] 59 0 $ 0  0 0 0

in  w e ig h t [p o u n d s ] 0 0 0 $ 0  0 0 3
C o a l [p o u n d s ] 0 $ 0  0 0 0

W a te r  (no t In c lu d e d  s in c e  it d e p e n d s  o n  lot [ g a lo n s ] ff 5 $ 0  0 0

S t r a w [p o u n d s ] 59 0 $ 0  0 0 3
F ire w o o d [p o u n d s ] 59 0 $ 0  0 0

C o n s tr .  w o o d  4  fem itu re [p o u n d s ] 59 48 $ 0  0 0 151 45 6 ’

SUB-TOTAL-2 $45.00 3,445 0 0 T55? 832 0
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Table 5: Case study Ecological Footprint continued (page 2 o f 2)

F o o t p r i n t  C a l c u l a t i o n  M a t r ix  f o r  H o u s e h o l d s .....CONTINUED page #2 of 3
( lan d  a n d  s e a  s p a c e  in  s q u a r e  m e te r s )

1 AMOUNT leqv. amount 1 Dollars 1 1) FOSSIL 1 II) ARABLE III) PASTURE! IV) FOREST I V) BUILT-UP 1 VI) SEA
CATEGORIES Units 1 per month 1 per year | spent (mlh) | ENERGY LAND _______  1  ________ LAND
3. TRANSPORTATION

Ip e r s 'm lle s Off 0 *0 00 0 0
T axi /  o th e r  's  c a r [m ile s ] oU 0 $0 00 0 0
G a s o lin e  (if y o u  h a w  a  c a r) (g a llo n s) 720 $0 00 20,146 1.807
P a r ts  for re p a ir [p o u n d s ] oir $0 00 0
A irp lane [p e rs  ‘h o u rs T7 20 $0 00 7,33?

SUB-TOTAL-3 $0.00 27,478 0 0 0 1,807 0
4.-GOODS

C lo th e s  O f b o u g h t  u s e d , c o u n t  th e m  a t  1 /3  o f  th e i r  tr u e  w ig h t )

'  [p o u n d s] Zff 24 $0 00 31 171 3
4  [p o u n d s] 6 ? 0 SO 00 0 0 0

. .fo s s il  b a s e d  ( s y n th e t ic ) * [p o u n d s] oU 0 $0 00 0 0
D u rab le  p a p e r  p r o d u c ts  (b o o k s )  a n d  h y g e n ii (p o u n d s) 5T3 6 $0 00 2 2 i 2
T o o ls , m e ta l p a r ts [p o u n d s] O 72 $0 00 278 28

[p o u n d s] o l 4 $0 00 5 287 0
P la s t ic  p ro A ic ts  a n d  p h o to s [p o u n d s ] 120 $0 00 384 38
P o rc e la in , g la s s [p o u n d s] r g 36 $0 00 35 3

[p o u n d s] oT 1 $0 00 15 2

H y g ie n e  p ro d u c ts ,  c le a n in g  s tu ff [p o u n d s] 57 5 $0 00 12 1
C ig a re t te s [p o u n d s] era 0 $0 00 0 0 0

SUB-TOTAL-4 $0.00 780 171 287 24 0
5.-SBWICES (rough estimates)

L au n d ry  s e rv ic e  (e x te rn a l) "  [p o u n d s] o3 0 $0 00 0 0
P o s ta l  s e rv ic e s

..in te rn a tio n a l [p o u n d s] o 0 $0 00 0 0

. .d o m e s t ic [p o u n d s] T d 48 $0 00 31 7

H o u se h o ld  in s u r a n c e s [*1 563 696 $56 00 163 1065 37

T e le p h o n e , e le c tro n ic s ,  p h o to  e ry ilp m e n t ($! 5 0 816 $68 00 82? 185
M e d ica l s e rv ic e s  a n d  m e d ic a l in s u ra n c e 1*1 5 0 300 $25 00 ?8 17
E n te r ta in m e n t 1*1 sod 600 $50 00 608 136

.E d u c a t io n [*) i to 3 2196 $183 00 TTil 248
SUB-TOTAL-5 *364.00 2820 0 0 1065 62* 0
6.- WASTE (assuming everything compostable i s  composted, and waste = packaging)

e n te r  p e r c e n ta g e  r e c y c le d  in  y o u r  h o u s e h o ld : 35%
H o u s e h o ld  w e sfe

"  [p o u n d s] 120 $0 00 2 8 4 7 0 23

..a lu m in u m [p o u n d s] O S 6 $0 00 63 6

m a g n e tic  m e ta l [p o u n d s] ra 24 $0.00 8 ? 9

g la s s [p o u n d s] r t f 24 $0 00 2 ? 2

p la s t ic [p o u n d s] O 36 $0 00 , 87 9

SUB-TOTAL-6 0.0 210 $0.00 485 0 0 470 4 9 0

CORRECTION FACTORS FOR THE U .S .’ 1) FOSSIL II) ARABLE III) PASTURE IV) FOREST V) BUILT-UP VI) SEA

1 -FOOD 1.50 1.03 1 53 5.09

2-HOUSING 092 2.30 1.53
3-TRANSPORTATION 0.99 0.95

4-GOODS 3.76 094 1.37 1.52
5-SERVICES 4.50 230
6.-WASTE 3.76 1 52
U.S average fossil fuel area of goods: 1371 services: 1266 waste: 1445

T h e E c o lo g ica l Footprint per h o u se h o ld  m em b er (pm w rted  •• a  land-uw  consumption matrix)

expressed  In avenge land with world average productivity [In er^ are  meters]

CATEGORIES

II) ARABLE HI) PASTURE IV) FOREST V) BUILT-UP VI) SEA TOTAL

6.006 7.761 20,562 2,666

2 .-MOUSING 4.016 0 o l 4 . ia s 0
3 -TRANSPORTATION 34,306 0 0 0 o 30.250

4.-GOODS 3.710 173 42 222 4.603
5.-SERVICES 10,044 2.661 1.783 20.608
6 -WASTE 2,306 0 to4j 130 3,280

TOTAL •M 7 S 20.726 7.022 200# 119,608

E co lo g ica l Footprint d istribution

CATEGORIES
1) FOSSIL 

ENERGY LO
Ml) PASTURE IV) FOREST V) BUILT-UP 

LAND
VI) SEA TOTAL

Z-HOUSING
3 -TRANSPORTATION

3%
5 -SERVICES

TOTAL 100%
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